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1. p134-135:  This paper concerns “[t]he shift to a more modern concept of experience among 
Jesuit mathematicians …”, which is offered as one aspect of the complex process by which 
the practice of experimentation arose.  The Society of Jesus was founded in 1534 and took on 
resistance to Protestantism as a major goal.  The Jesuits founded top-quality universities 
throughout Europe, where most of the developments discussed in Dear’s paper occurred. 

2. p138-139:  Why were the applied mathematical subjects—not only astronomy and music but 
also geography, mechanics, and optics—considered by the scholastics to be subordinate to 
higher disciplines?  What names were commonly used for these applied mathematical 
subjects as a group? 

3. p141-142:  Scientific demonstrations began with premises.  What is a premise?  What criteria 
had to be met for a statement to qualify as a premise?  How could these criteria be met in 
geometry?  In physics (natural philosophy)?  What was an “experience”? 

4. p142-145:  What problems did Galileo face in attempting to establish premises for 
demonstrations concerning, for example, falling bodies?  Why would a report of a particular 
event not have served for this purpose?  (We will examine Galileo’s work in detail next 
week.) 

5. p147:  What methodological issues did Blancanus have to face when he wrote his 
introduction to astronomy and cosmography, including the new telescopic discoveries? 

6. p147-152:  How did Blancanus’ use of the words “phenomenon” and “observation” differ 
from Ptolemy’s?  What made it necessary for Blancanus to retool these words?  How did this 
conceptual change “provide a different way of employing experience, a way approaching a 
characteristically seventeenth century notion of experiment”? 

7. p152-159:  Contrived experiences played a notable role in optics, from Ptolemy through 
Alhazen to Scheiner.  Scheiner, however, found it necessary to justify the knowledge thus 
gained, and he developed a distinction between “phenomena” and “experiences” which 
exactly matches the distinction between “phenomenon” and “observation” developed in 
astronomy by Blancanus.  What did Scheiner use “experience” to mean?  What did he mean 
by “experiment”?  What was his motivation for using these words in these ways? 

8. p160:  What pair of problems confronted those such as Blancanus and Scheiner who wanted 
to use contrived and instrument-derived observations to establish general and evident 
premises for scientific demonstrations? 



9. p161-167:  What kind of explanations were appropriate for physics (natural philosophy) but 
not appropriate for applied mathematics?  Why did applied mathematicians themselves 
observe and enforce this distinction? 

10. p167-168:  When applied mathematicians wrote reports of what they learned from contrived 
experiences, what discipline did they model their reports on?  What format did the reports 
follow?  What striking difference between the two disciplines did they sweep under the rug? 

11. p169-173:  In an argument with Galileo, Grassi employed a novel format for reporting what 
he had learned from contrived experiences.  What was this new type of report?  Was Grassi 
confident that it would prove credible? 

12. p172-173:  As a physicist (natural philosopher) Cabeo also used reports of contrived 
experience.  What characteristics did his reports have, and how did these characteristics act to 
make his reports persuasive to an audience of natural philosophers?


